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Abstract: 

The main objective is to protect the privacy of individuals and security of society which is becoming crucial for 
effective functioning over the business. Privacy enforcement today is being handled primarily through governments 
legally. Authors aim is to provide uniform data masking architecture for masking the sensitive data like finance 
retails etc.There is a growing need to protect sensitive employee, customer, and business data across the enterprise 
wherever such data may reside. Until recently, most data theft occurred from malicious individuals hacking into 
production databases that were made available across the non-production environment. An important tier of 
computer data remains practically untouched and unprotected by today’s new data security procedures: 
nonproduction systems used for in-house development, testing, and training purposes are generally open systems 
and leave a large hole in the data privacy practices at companies of all sizes. These environments leverage real data 
to test applications, housing some of the most confidential or sensitive information in an organization, such as 
Social Security numbers, bank records, and financial documents. This research paper discusses data privacy 
procedures in nonproduction environments, using a proven commercial solution for masking sensitive data in all 
nonproduction environments, and integrating these privacy processes and technology across the enterprise. 
The paper concentrates on data shuffling, substitution, and proposed model Non-Zero Random Replacement 
masking algorithms. Our results strongly augmented non-zero random replacement method can be used across the 
domains starting from critical business like finance, banking, and health care.  
Keywords: Structured data, Un-structured data, Sensitive Data and Data Masking. 
 

1. Introduction: 
Every company has sensitive data, whether it is trade secrets, intellectual property, critical business information, 
business partners’ information, or its customers’ information. All of this data must be protected based on company 
policy, regulatory requirements, and industry standards. This section will cover a number of important elements of 
protecting this data. 
Confidentiality, integrity, and availability are the cornerstones of information privacy, as well as a sound business 
practice. They are essential to the following:  

• Compliance with existing regulations and industry standards  
• Reliable, accurate, high-performance services  
• Competitive positioning  
• Reputation of the firm  
• Customer trust. 

Another important aspect in the protection of knowledge, information, and data is how they are used within the 
operations of the firm and in what form the data resides (hard copy, electronic, or human). In addition, protection 
requirements will also vary by type of operational environment, such as production, preproduction test, development, 
quality assurance (QA), or third party. The requirements for protecting this knowledge, information, and data must be 
clearly defined and reflect the specific requirements within the appropriate regulatory and industry rules and standards. 
Specific data elements must be labelled as sensitive and should never be used within their factual state in development, 
QA, or other nonproduction environments. The data classification policy should clearly identify the requirements for 
data masking. Note that knowledge and information can be broken down into specific data elements. 
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Data elements within a domain, a built-in data type, or an object field within data objects are real data and must comply 
with the data definition of the data element. However, this information can be factual—an actual Social Security 
number—or it can be nonfactual—a random collection of numbers conforming to the data definition for that particular 
data element. 
Some data elements alone may not contain sensitive data; however, once an association with other data elements 
occurs, they all become sensitive data. So data masking must quickly become very sophisticated to ensure that all the 
sensitive data is protected (masked), the data is still “real,” and a record of the association is retained. Today, with all 
of the regulations and risk of fines, the negative impact on reputation, and the possibility of criminal convictions, 
organizations have moved toward third-party masking technology that is regularly updated according to evolving 
standards and regulations. This technology is used to mask sensitive data in the general open development and QA 
environments. 
The term “unauthorized access” is very familiar to us, but who authorizes access? We as consumers and customers play 
a role in defining that has access to our “non-public personal information” and under what conditions they can use this 
information. We sign and click on agreements every day that define the terms and conditions of granting access to and 
use of our non-public personal information. However, the service providers we grant these privileges to be required to 
follow security practices to ensure that “need-to-know” concepts are followed and all unauthorized parties are denied 
access to our non-public personal information. Some other very important best practices are to keep up to date with 
agency guidance on GLBA; it’s just like keeping up with operating system patches, but with less frequency. You must 
protect PFI in all environments and including development, QA, and test environments; the regulations do not 
differentiate among these environments. Remember: masking is the safest way to protect sensitive information in 
development and QA environments. 
Special Regulatory and Industry Requirements: Depending on the countries that your organization does business in, 
there will be some unique requirements for the protection of sensitive data. Nearly every country in the world has a data 
privacy law, so you should always do a comprehensive review of each of the pertinent laws and their supporting 
requirements. 
The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) applies to financial institutions that offer financial products or services such as 
loans, financial or investment advice, or insurance to individuals. Compliance is mandatory for all nonbank mortgage 
lenders, loan brokers, financial or investment advisers, tax preparers, debt collectors, and providers of real estate 
settlements. The law requires that financial institutions protect information that is collected about individuals; it does 
not apply to information that is collected in business or commercial activities. 
There are three basic rules to understand to ensure compliance with GLBA: 1. Ensure the security and confidentiality 
of customer records and information 2. Protect against any anticipated threats or hazards to the security or integrity of 
such records 3. Protect against unauthorized access to or use of such records or information that could result in 
substantial harm or inconvenience to any customer. 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) The HIPAA Security and Privacy Standard defines 
administrative, physical, and technical safeguards to protect the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of electronic 
protected health information (PHI),  sometimes referred to as personal health information. HIPAA has three major 
purposes:  

• To protect and enhance the rights of consumers by providing them access to their health information and 
controlling the inappropriate use of that information  

• To improve the quality of health care in the United States by restoring trust in the health care system among 
consumers, health care professionals, and the multitude of organizations and individuals that are committed to 
the delivery of care  

• To increase the efficiency and effectiveness of health care delivery by creating a national framework for health 
privacy protection that builds on efforts by states, health systems, and individual organizations and 
individuals.  

Understanding the HIPAA Security and Privacy Standard requirements is the key to interpreting what the covered 
entities must do:  

1. Ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of all electronic protected health information that the 
covered entity creates, receives, maintains, or transmits  

2. Protect against any reasonably anticipated threats or hazards to the security or integrity of such information  
3. Protect against any reasonably anticipated uses or disclosures of such information that are not permitted or 

required under subpart E of this part  
4. Ensure compliance with this subpart by its workforce Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) 

PCI DSS originally began as five different programs: VISA Card Information Security Program, MasterCard 
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Site Data Protection, American Express Data Security Operating Policy, Discover Information and 
Compliance, and JCB Data Security Program. Each company’s intentions were roughly similar: to create an 
additional level of protection for customers by ensuring that merchants meet minimum levels of security when 
they store, process, and transmit cardholder data.  

 
2. Related Work: 

Data masking is the process of obscuring -masking specific data elements within data stores. It ensures that sensitive 
data is replaced with realistic but not real data. The goal is that sensitive customer information is not available outside 
of the authorized environment. 
In white paper by informatica[1], focus is on sound practices to secure data. To protect sensitive data (trade secrets, 
intellectual property, critical business information, business partners’ information, or its customers’ information) 
company policy, regulatory requirements, and industry standards need to be followed. Data classification policies are 
used to store sensitive data. The data is mainly classified in three categories—Public, Internal use only and 
Confidential. Sensitive data occurs in two forms: structured and unstructured. The requirements for protecting this 
knowledge, information, and data must be clearly defined and reflect the specific requirements within the appropriate 
regulatory and industry rules and standards. Specific data elements must be labelled as sensitive and should never be 
used within their factual state in development, QA, or other nonproduction environments. The data classification policy 
should clearly identify the requirements for data masking. Note that knowledge and information can be broken down 
into specific data elements. Organizations must define, implement, and enforce their data classification policy and 
provide procedures and standards to protect both structured and unstructured sensitive data.  
S.Vijayarani, Dr.A.Tamilarasi[14],In this research paper authors proposed a model to analyze the performance of Data 
transformation and Bit transformation technique to protect numeric sensitive data and proved that Data transformation 
is better than Bit transformation.  
Kamlesh Kumar Hingwe , S. Mary SairaBhanu[13], In this research paper authors proposed framework to support data 
protection in form of double layer encryption method using FPE followed by OPE.  
John Haldeman[12],In this research paper author briefed about Optim Data Masking option for Test Data Management 
allows you to build new data privacy functions using column map exits in C/C++, or by creating scripts in the Lua 
language. Data Stage can be extended using C/C++ or BASIC in Transformer Stages, or by creating custom operators 
in C/C++.[12]  
XiaolingXia ,Qiang Xiao and Wei Ji [21] , In this research paper authors analyzed the progress of m-invariance 
method and proposed a method called as NCm-invariance which converts the numerical data into categorical data to 
overcome from the defects of m-invariance method.  
Jun Liao, Chaohui Jiang, Chun Guo[11], In this paper authors proposed an algorithm called as SDUPPA algorithm 
used to analyze dynamic updating algorithm on sensitive data to the other non-production users.  
Securosis[9] ,In this paper focused on data masking, how the data masking technique work. Different types of Static 
and dynamic data masking techniques are discussed. Effective data masking requires the alteration of data in such a 
way that the actual values cannot be determined or re-engineered. 
ChiragGoyal [17] , in this paper focused on the laws of data masking, need and implementation details of data 
masking, types and order used in data masking. Research only focused on static masking whereas dynamic data 
masking is also very important to cover. 
I-Cheng Yeh, Che-hui Lien[23], they focused on risk management and prediction about the credit card client that the 
client is credible or not credible after observing the behaviour of client account for six months. 
 

3. Research Methodology: 
Sensitive data occurs in two forms: structured and unstructured. Structured sensitive data is easier to find because it 
typically resides within business applications, databases, enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, storage devices, 
third-party service providers, back-up media, and off-site storage. Unstructured sensitive data is much more difficult to 
find because it is usually dispersed throughout the firm’s infrastructure (desktops), employees’ portable devices (laptops 
and handhelds), and external business partners. That dissemination is not the problem; what increases the level of 
difficultly substantially is that this sensitive data is typically contained within the messaging infrastructure (email, 
instant messaging, voice-over-IP), personal production tools (Excel spreadsheets), unmanaged portable devices, and 
portable media. So if these various unstructured environments are “unmanaged,” then the sensitive data can propagate 
in an uncontrolled manner. For example, if users are permitted to archive local data and/or move it to a personal (home 
computer) or portable storage device (USB memory stick), it becomes uncontrolled and at risk. 
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Data classification policy organizations that collect, use, and store sensitive information should establish an 
information classification policy and standard. This classification policy and standard should contain a small number of 
classification levels that will meet the business needs of the firm. Most organizations have at least three categories such 
as public, internal use only, and confidential. 
The below figure1, represents four phases of masking life cycle– Profiling, Environment Sizing, Sensitive field 
discovery and Masking. The main objective of this work is to design an effective data masking tool to secure sensitive 
data from unauthorized access. 

3.1. Profiling:  
Profiling as a process recognizes the detail that data can be derived, inferred and predicted from other data. Profiling 
occurs in a range of contexts and for a variety of purposes. This can be used to score, rank and evaluate and assess 
people, and to make and inform decisions about individuals that may or may not be automated. Through profile, 
sensitive data can be inferred from other non-sensitive data.  
Profiling, just as any form of data processing also needs a legal basis. Since misidentification, misclassification and 
misjudgment are an inevitable risk associated to profiling, controllers should also notify the data subject about these 
risks and their rights, including to access, rectification and deletion. Individual’s rights need to be applied to derived, 
inferred and predicted data, to the extent that they qualify as personal data. 

3.2. Extract into hard end environment:  
The masking environment should be hardened. Hardened environment is where access is protected by a workflow 

like a production, software’s are licenses as a production, anti viruses are updated like production, log files are 
generated so that in case if somebody add/removes we can have a watch. For masking process we need size of 2x.  
Required environment size = (Original data size)*2  
For Example:  
If original production data needs 1GB storage space then as per infrastructure team, we need to have 2GB storage space 
for the masking process. 

3.3. Sensitive Diligence: This step is the preliminary step of masking. In this process two files will be prepared 
that will be used as input in masking process, Sensitive diligence file and master masking file. The Sensitive diligence 
file will contain information about the column name in first row, whether the specific column needs to be masked in 
second row and if specific condition needs to be applied while masking if in the third row. For example date field 
should follow date rules. The master masking file will contain name of the file which contains original data in first 
row, file separator in second row, type of file in third row and output file name in fourth row. 

3.4. Masking Method:  
There are various masking techniques are available described in earlier in this paper. All the techniques have some 
pros and cons. In this study two most popular masking techniques substitution and Shuffling compared with the 
proposed Non-Zero Random Replacement technique. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 Phases of data masking life cycle 
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4. Results and Findings: 

The present work considers business data of UCI repository, i.e. financial[3] and bank marketing dataset [2]. It is a real 
data. The data sets are openly available and downloadable at free of cost. UCI states that, Machine learning community 
donates data sets to UCI, for promoting research & development activities.  The structure of data sets is suitable for 
machine learning applications. 

 
Table 1: (Financial Data) credit card clients Data Set 

Data Set 
Characteristics:   

Multivariate Number of Instances: 3000
0 

Area: Business 

Attribute Characteristics: Integer, Real Number of Attributes: 24 Date Donated 2016-01-
26 

Associated Tasks: Classificatio
n 

Missing Values? N/A Number of Web 
Hits: 

312599 

 
Table 1 contains financial data set of credit card clients and the data sets shown in table 2 do not have name of the 
patient and SSN (Social Security Number) as they reveal identity of the patient. Each of the data sets listed in the table 
2 are analysed. The researcher advice readers to see structure of the data sets on UCI repository site if required. 
 

Table 2: Bank Marketing Data Set 
Data Set 
Characteristics:   

Multivariate Number of Instances: 4521
1 

Area: Business 

Attribute Characteristics: Real Number of Attributes: 17 Date Donated 2012-02-
14 

Associated Tasks: Classificatio
n 

Missing Values? N/A Number of Web 
Hits: 

800176 

 
The proposed Non-Zero Random Replacement method is implemented in Python programming language. The current 
experiment uses two datasets for the processing masking, which are: Financial and bank marketing datasets. The whole 
experiment is carried out on a PC with an Intel i3 processor having 8GB of main memory as this is commonly available 
configuration. 
The experiment enabled the measurement of classification performance values by different masking algorithms on two 
experimental real data sets. Results displayed general variations in performance parameters. The performance 
measured by Non-Zero Random Replacement masking algorithm is consistently showed superior values over those 
delivered by Substitution and shuffling algorithm. Information gain rankings of the attributes in the initial data set, 
performed as part of the data pre-processing and transformation phase, had confirmed that the select attributes were 
among the most influential in predicting the value of the outcome class variable.  
To evaluate the masking algorithm researcher used classification algorithm. In this study ID3 (Iterative Dichotomiser 
3) classification algorithm is applied. The algorithm is used on training and test dataset to produce decision tree which 
is stored in memory. In financial training dataset 24000 sample with 23 predictors and two classes ‘0’ and ‘1’ were 
present. After repeating the algorithm 3 times with 10 fold approach the results satisfied the proposed method is 
performing as accurate as the original data as compared to other masking techniques. 
Comparing the resulting performance metric values: classification accuracy, precision, recall, f-measure, and 
Specificity delivered by the original data and masked data produced by three algorithms, it was found that they all 
figured within a percentage point of each other when measured within the control across all groups. Authors have 
developed a uniform data masking architecture for various data types and comparison of non-zero random replacement 
method with other methods like Substitution and shuffling algorithm. The results strongly emphasize the proposed 
method as one of the standard method for data masking with highest order of accuracy and usability. Observations also 
showed that original data and Non-Zero Random Replacement data masking algorithm, on average, delivered matching 
classification performance metrics. This was a surprising finding.  
Table 3 lists weighted classification performance metrics achieved by each of the masking algorithms used to predict 
the outcome variable within the data set.Values are weighted because they are based on the set of attributes determined 
to carry highest influence on the outcome class variable that they were used to predict.Original data and Non-Zero 
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Random Replacement delivered the highest values with almost matching 95% accuracy and precision. This was 
followed by substitution at 73%. Shuffling delivered the lowest performance metrics at 68%.  
 

Table 3: Financial Group Real dataset 
Number of Instance: 24,000 
Number of attributes: 23 
Algorithm Original  Non-Zero Random 

Replacement 
Substitution Shuffling 

Accuracy 82.13 82.09 81.87 82.00 
Precision 0.8401 0.8400 0.8360 0.8361 
Recall 0.9531 0.9530 0.9132 0.9058 
CP Value 0.00112 0.00111 0.00110 0.00132 
Sensitivity 0.9532 0.9531 0.9557 0.9582 
Specificity 0.3476 0.3474 0.3262 0.3465 
F1 0.8966 0.8965 0.8746 0.8795 
 
Plotting the metrics obtained for each of the classification algorithms allowed a more practical way to view the relative 
performance between classifiers. A schematic representation is shown in Figure below: 
 

 
Figure 2 Comparison plot of various masking method on Credit card client dataset 

 
Table 4 lists weighted classification performance metrics achieved by each of the masking algorithms used to predict 
the outcome variable within the data set. Values are weighted because they are based on the set of attributes determined 
to carry highest influence on the outcome class variable that they were used to predict. The classification algorithm is 
applied on 36170 instances with 13 attributes. Original data and Non-Zero Random Replacement delivered the highest 
values with almost matching 97% accuracy and precision. This was followed by substitution at 80%. Shuffling 
delivered the lowest performance metrics at 76%.  
 

Table 4 Bank Marketing Group Real dataset 
Number of Instance: 36170 

Number of attributes: 13 

Algorithm Original  Non-Zero Random 
Replacement 

Substitution Shuffling 

Accuracy 0.896 0.8959 0.8955 0.8965 

Precision 0.9153 0.9191 0.9166 0.9161 

Recall 0.9723 0.9533 0.9563 0.9571 

Sensitivity 0.9723 0.9672 0.9698 0.9717 

Specificity 0.3198 0.3576 0.334 0.3283 
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F1 0.94377 0.9362 0.9348 0.9365 

 
 
Plotting the metrics obtained for each of the classification algorithms allowed a more practical way to view the relative 
performance between classifiers. A schematic representation is shown in Figure below: 

 
Figure 3 Comparison plot of various masking method on bank marketing dataset 

 
 

5. Conclusion: 
As a final point, as appeals for preserving privacy and confidentiality rises, the needs for masking techniques speed up 
quickly. Data swapping techniques appeal automatically because they do not modify original sensitive values. Data 
swapping is also easier to explain to the common user than other techniques. Among data swapping methods, only data 
shuffling delivers the same data usefulness and disclosure risks as other advanced masking techniques, particularly for 
large data sets where the asymptotic requirements are likely to be satisfied. 
Using data shuffling in these situations would not only provide optimal results, but would also foster greater user 
acceptance of masked data for analysis. The result showed by classification model evaluation metric says that the 
accuracy produce by original financial data is 0.8213 with 95% CI, whereas  accuracy produce by Non-Zero 
randomized data is 0.8209 with 95% CI, accuracy produce by shuffled data is 0.820 with 95% CI, accuracy produce by 
substituted data is 0.8187 with 95% CI. This represent that the proposed model is giving 99% accuracy as of original 
data. Precision, recall, Specificity and F1 values also represent similar results as per original data compared to other 
masking algorithm like shuffling and substitution. The same set of result is showed when the model is applied on bank 
marketing dataset. Thus the results show that proposed model is a more efficient overall solution, making it a valid 
alternative for protecting sensitive data. 
As future work, we will develop our technique to accomplish masking unstructured data also, to provide a complete 
data protection solution. We will also strive to prove and improve its security strength without exposing database 
performance. We also intend to take advantage of the inclusion of the extra column in the masked tables for detecting 
malicious or incorrect data changes in each row, broadening the scope of our solution to embrace data integrity issues. 
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